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Abstract
The performance analysis is based on an informational system, which provides financial information in
various formatsand with various applicabilities.We intend to formulate a set of important caracteristics of financial
information along with identifying a set of relevant financial rates and indicatorsused to appreciate the performance
level of a company. Economic performance can be interpreted in different ways at each level of analysis. Generally, it
refers to economic growth, increased productivity and profitability. The growth of labor productivity or increased
production per worker is a measure of efficient use of resources in value creation.
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1. Introduction
The question of the quality of information has been the subject of many theorists, who, trying to formulate the
concept of the quality of accounting information, began analyzing the peculiarities of communication sheet, trying to
determine the quality criteria or the quality characteristics required for the development of a measuring tool.
We encounter more and more discussed the concept of "performance" and not only in financial accounting but
also in all fields and at all stages of economic phenomena. The performance is required in the design, forecasting,
organization, implementation, analysis of business results.
The accounting theorists have admitted that the accounting information system is an integrant part of a control
body system and that the accounting information provides vital data that affect the decision to facilitate the control
information. Accounting information of an enterprise can be classified into two main categories: management
accounting information and financial reporting.
Financial accounting information addresses to external users, such as investors, employees, creditors,
government or general public and is embraced in the annual financial statements or, in short, the financial statements.
The directors of enterprises should develop a set of standardized annual financial statements, comprising: balance sheet,
income statement, statement of changes in equity, cash flow statement and accounting policies and explanatory notes.
The information in management accounting is for internal users or company's management. This information is
not standardized and includes information on the unit cost of the product or the profitability of the product. Reports are
subject to short intervals management - monthly, weekly or daily - and circumscribe the subdivisions of the company,
also called responsibility centers or profit centers. 1
The annual financial statements have been and continue to be a major area of interest to accounting professionals
and others. This, reinforced by frequent changes in legislation, gives the profile a note of the current ongoing studies
that deal with this concept. In this approach we intend to highlight the main features that should characterize the annual
financial statements for them to be a solid source of information for all users
The importance of developing financial reporting in the era of globalization is equal for both preparers and users
of financial information. Accounting produces financial statements that impact society and changes the behavior of
individuals, generating social changes or mutations. The accounting information under economic globalization that
characterizes the global economy undoubtedly represents one of the main sources of information of any decisionmaking process. From reports of yields to the annual financial statements, the motivation is the same: to support various
user groups from various countries of the world, optimal decision making.
Often called "business language" the accounting goes through an inevitable process of harmonization which aims
at harmonizing national accounting standards and practices to ensure comparability of financial statements and
accounting. This way the financial resources and time needed for transnational companies to draw up consolidated
financial accounting situation are saved.
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In the current conditions of economic globalization, especially financial, the differences between national
accounting systems cause problems especially for multinational activity related to two key areas: the internal
management of the company and providing external financing.

2. Research Methodology
To achieve the main goal of this scientific approach, and to identify opportunities for improved economic
performance in the metalworking, mechanical industry, we used an empirical study based on data submitted to the
website of The Bucharest Stock Exchange.
The study was conducted by observing the principles and specific rules of mixed research methodology. The
research techniques used were: literature study, usage of various sources of information, data collection and processing.
Given that the literature is replete with various studies that deal with the power of information in the financial
statements, the research focused on the theoretical presentation of concepts considered significant in relation to the
topic, to bring to light the current state of knowledge in this field. The diversity of research on this can be justified on
account of frequent changes occurred in recent years in the field of financial reporting, which is why the science of
accounting believes that these studies are up to date.
This scientific approach focused on a presentation of existing approaches in the related literature based on
analysis of financial position (especially in the light of information provided by the balance sheet as a component of the
set of annual financial statements) and specific importance of this concept on various categories of stakeholders.
3. The relevance of economic information in analyzing the economic performance
Analysis of the performance concept highlighted how performance is affected by certain factors, notably
reversible impairments of value.
An information system well organized that in its content has relevant indicators for managers, calculated on the
basis of accurate and real information, becomes more important both for the management and its business partners.
Additionally, indicators from financial analysis will be used to develop a diagnostic for profitability, risk and value. 2
According to the objectives pursued in the analysis of the economic and financial performance, we identify the
overall performance analysis and performance analysis based on the ratio of profitability or stock market rates. If we
consider the source of information on the financial performance we've seen in the context of the capitalized information
we obtain the analysis of profit and loss in the context of real information other than profit and loss sheet, the latter
being on the analysis of information on the operating result, the allocation of profits, amortization and adjustments for
depreciation, etc.
The diagnosis and prognosis of the company showcases a multitude of essential economic and financial
characteristics of the company. Accounting as main source of data for the financial analysis is distinguished by the fact
that "there is a special kind of science designed to reflect information from all aspects, all processes of the
transformation of inputs into new values and legal relations they generate."3
The homogeneous nature of the accounting information derived from the "Accounting Standards" by the accounting
legislation, by recourse to general principles and conventions based on terminology and the same for all users of
specific accounting information. By the Accounting Law (No. 82/1991) our country has adopted the new accounting
system in line with the international one. 4
Also the homogeneity of accounting information results from the "uniform system to quantify. Heritage elements
are measured on a consistent basis and adapted to the apparent financial analysis, even though inflation and unstable
exchange rates require periodic adjustments".5
J. Pilverdier - Latreyte believes that "the financial analysis is to establish a diagnosis on the financial situation of
the company using the information contained in the summary of accounting calculations: balance sheet, income
statement and annual report".6
The financial analysis is characterized by the interpretative approach built on provided accounting information.
This analysis attempts to give meaning to the assessment of the situation and business performance. In this regard, E.
Cohen believes that "accurate financial analysis suggests not only a flawless calculation of indicators or a flawless
presentation of tables and diagrams. It should identify the most important financial characteristics of the company and
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possibly rank prior to the relevant assessment of the situation, activity and lucid anticipation of prospects of
development".7
The sources of information in these financial statements must be supplemented by those related to the specific
legal literature, these presentations of accounting and financial reporting broadens the scope of the information to the
financial analyst because "any presentation includes implicitly a project of use, favoring a certain category of users".8
Analysis of the essential character of the information is of interest, firstly, by the transmission mechanism and,
secondly, by its content (both in terms of the amount of information transmitted, and in terms of semantics), issues that
have been exploited by many approaches in mathematics, sociology, psychology, linguistics and economics.
For a long time, the appreciation of the relationship between accounting and financial analysis focused on the
identification of accounting as a primary source of information for financial analysis. Hence the common interest of
specialists for the quality of this information (although adjacent characteristics). New developments have shown,
however, another key to reading the relationship between analysis and accounting, with importance also for
practitioners and researchers.
The financial information lays at the interpenetration of accounting with financial analisys, and a proof of that is
the change of the terminological terms used by IASB in generraly naming the standards, from IAS – international
accounting standards to IFRS – international financial reporting standards.
Thus, some authors consider that we are dealing, in today's economy with an analysis of emancipation trends on
sources of financial accounting (Cohen, 2000, pp 20-26). According to Cohen, the factors that determine this
emancipation are:
- The development of financial markets (leading to the development of portfolio management tools, based largely
on statistical methods of analysis);
- In traditional analyzes (type of credit analysis, based economies in the financing of the bank), the focus is on
forward-looking information, so economic information, commercial, political, social information, assist in the
prediction;
- The economic information providers also have an increasingly wealth in the contemporary business environment
(financial data, extra information), which relaxes the dependence of the analysis of direct account source.
We can add to the factors mentioned by Cohen, the development of intangible assets in an economy based on
knowledge.
Recent studies show that there is a substantial difference between the value of registered intangible assets and the
value of the brainpower recognized on the market. The role of performance analisys is fundamental by it’s objective,
that of serving in the decision making process. This process involves processing and analysis of the information,
assuming that the user is an educated one.
Analysis of the performance of an entity is a complex activity that requires treatment of several quantitative and
qualitative indicators. Of all the indicators that can characterize economic performance, the specialist has to select those
who truly reflect the realization of the unit taken in consideration. The importance of performance analysis can be
derived from the specifications of international accounting standards, in particular IAS 1, Presentation of Financial
Statements, which underlines that "companies are encouraged to present, outside the financial statements, a financial
review by management that describes and explains the main features of the financial performance and financial position
of the company and the principal uncertainties it faces."
The performance is a complex and evolving concept that characterizes human action in general. The
performance is associated with the outcome and success of human action (Pintea and Achim, 2010) 9. Is it fair to say that
the definition of performance is an approach that tends more towards the evaluation of performance compared to other
concepts, such as efficiency, effectiveness and value (Albu and Albu, 2005).10
Economic performance can be interpreted in different ways at each level of analysis. Generally, it refers to
economic growth, increased productivity and profitability. The growth of labor productivity or increased production per
worker is a measure of efficient use of resources in value creation.
Economic performance is perceived differently by users of economic and financial information. "The current
investors and potential investors perceive performance by the profitability of their investments, managers are directed
toward the overall performance of their company, the workers perceive performance by the profitability and stability of
their jobs, and the banks are interested in the stability of the organization." (Pintea and Achim, 2010). There are
documents which often give non-financial performance of the concept such as customer loyalty and employee
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satisfaction. These problems can lead to changes in indicators that measure financial performance (Ittner and Larcker,
2003).11
In the context of sustainable development, the performance of the economy has generated a global perspective of
corporate social responsibility and includes economic, social and environmental fields (Reynaud, E., 2003).12 The
overall approach to performance is absolutely necessary in all sectors that generate environmental problems through
technological processes and the impact on all social problems through social and economic activities.
The performance continues to be the goal of any economic entity since only thanks to the performance they have
the opportunity to create value for the shareholders. The first condition to improve and achieve excellence in business is
the development and implementation of a company's performance appraisal system.
The rationality of the economic activity of an entity in a competitive economy is to maximize the value from the
perspective of shareholders of the economic entity but not to neglect the social side of the business, as attention should
be given to other stakeholders too.
Currently, in our country and also in other countries in South East Europe, the current model of corporate
reporting ignores basic indicators falling value creation (EVA), or non financial indicators, which is a major concern to
investors to persuade them to invest in companies that are geared towards the creation of wealth.
An important indicator to measure the performance of companies in the Anglo-Saxon system of governance, is
the overall or economic result, which is calculated as the difference between total income and opportunities of all
factors of production, which participate in the formation of the economic result. This relationship has a structure
determination and therefore must be analyzed in terms of resources and results. It is necessary to be effective, as well as
income and expense, gains or losses resulting from events or circumstances related to the outside, and usually not
covered by the controller of the economic entity.
In the literature there are studies that address the concept of performance and how it can be influenced. Among
them, we agree with the views presented by Burja and Burja (2014), that there are a number of variables that can
influence the performance of an entity, such as the current liquidity ratio, or “the leverage effect”. 13
The analysis of the useful performance, especially in profitability is that it allows assessing potential changes in
the economic resources that the company will be able to control and anticipate the future ability to generate cash flow
existing resources.
The financial performance of an economic entity exists when the profits are higher than the cost of capital
invested, or as indicated by Peter Drucker, "the company returns to the economy with more than it received as
resources."
We present a survey of the main balance sheet data of companies listed on the Bucharest Stock Exchange. Tables
contain indicators illustrated in the classic ways, and modern ways. (Table 1 and Table 2)
As it can be observed, not the companies with the highest sales volume are the most profitable, but the ones
which use the resources better. Even dough some of the companies have high equity values, they do not obtain high
profits.
Also, the workers profitability is not a good indicator to use when taking a decision. We think that in order to
have a complete image on the profitability of any entity the specialist must take into account all aspects regarding equity
return, sales, resource usage, operational profits, and put them together. It is not enough to limit the financial analyses
only to the classical indicators.
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Table 1: Balance sheet data collected from www.bvb.ro
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Table 2: Financial indicators calculated based on balance sheet data
Measuring the economic performance is dependend of the information considered in the measuring system and
the utilized measurement instruments. We will try to briefly show the leading indicators that can be used for this
purpose.
The financial indicators used for the measurement of performance show a big variety, their most simple
classification being: classical indicators and modern indicators.
The main qualities of the financial indicators are:
- Synthetic and dynamic reflection of the economic position of the company
- They ensure the interdependence of the economic phenomen with the social and natural ones, in order to
prevent the degradation of the natural environement.
- They reflect the correlation between all the functions of the entity.
- They offer the possibility of making various comparizons.
The most important of the financial indicators are considered the financial rates, One can identify more than 150
financial rates. In the following table we briefly present a set of rates, considered to be representative for the financial
diagnosys. (Pinches, 1975, quoted by Anghel, 2002)

ROI

Indebtedness

Net profit /
Net assets

Liability /
Capital

Capital
efficiency
Turnover /
Assets

Net profit /
Personal
capital

Liability /
Assets

Turnover /
Fixed Asstes

Liquidity

Cash flow

Stock rotation

Current assets
/ Current
liabilities

Available
funds / Assets

Stock /
Turnover

Receivables
rotation
Receivables /
Stock

Available
funds / Costs

Sales cost /
Stock

Receivables /
Turnover

Table 3 Financial rates, source Anghel. 2002
Besides these rates, considered to be classical in financial analisys, the practice has developed some modern
indicators that fit in the vision of the company shareholders, the indicators of value creation. We mention a few of the
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most important ones: EVA, Market value added, Return liquid investments, Liquid value added, Total return to
shareholders. The primary orientation of the firm’s strategy is to create value for shareholders, the impact on the
company’s management being crucial, developing management and piloting methods geared towards creating value for
owners. The critics on the power of informing of the financial indicators are diverse and they start with the quality of
the used financial information and go to the indicators relevance for making decizions. This explains how analysts use a
new type of indicators, nonfinancial, wich better show the performance of entities, using sensible point of the
organizations, such as management quality or brainpower.
In the following table we present a list of nonfinancial criteria used by investors for appreciating the company’s
performance.
Management quality
-

Effectiveness of executive management remuneration
policies
- The harmonization of the stimulation policy for
the management with the shareholders interests
- Remuneration policies based on appropriate
performance criteria
- The ratio of management compensation and
remuneration to the workforce remuneration
The quality of the communication system with
shareholders
- The credibility of management
- The availability of management
- The efficiency of the department for the relations
with shareholders
- The quality of published materials

The degree of execution of the firm’s strategy
The quality of the company’s strategy
The managerial experience
The quality of organizational vision
Leadership style of management

Corporate culture

- Ability to attract and retain talented people
- The quality of workforce
- The quality system of granting incentives
- The quality of personnel training programs
- Social and environmental policies
- The usage of teamwork.
Table 4 Nonfinancial criteria used in performance evaluation, source: Robu and Vasilescu 2004, p.181

4.Conclusions
The information in general and financial information in particular, experiences a continuous change in the sphere
of interest in the current economic turmoil. Developing good decisions that conform to reality and helping solve the
problems of economic and financial activity of the company depends on the quality and quantity of information
provided by the economic information system. This one shows that the accounting information has a crucial role, and in
that sense can be made a number of arguments, like the vast majority of information circulating in the economy are of
an accounting nature; It offers the possibility of accurate representation of phenomena and economic processes; It has
the greatest degree of certainty; it characterizes the size and flows that arise in the context of social reproduction in both
micro and macro economy.
At the micro level, an issue frequently raised in meetings of the management is: "What should be done to ensure
the company's performance?"
Responses from participants in these meetings are sometimes different, depending on the vision of every
manager: increase revenues, optimize costs (direct and indirect), but keeping the same quality of products and services
(or reach a higher level) with special emphasis on the factors to "create value" for investors and motivation and
development of staff. The leading indicators that measure the performance have the disadvantage of providing
information on the historical performance achieved by the company.
These indicators do not take into account the cost of capital employed but only highlights the results of its use.
Therefore, if we limit ourselves only to use the classic indicators, we can meet economic entities that obtain
performance, but does not create value, but consume or even destroy the existing one. Continually we need to evaluate
the creation of wealth for investors since the financial resources invested are "blood" that keeps alive the economic
entity.
The development of an accounting system, out of an uniform manner of making financial statements and out of
a financial audit compatible internationally, a l o n g w i t h their correct application into practice, renders the
necessary rigor, particularly to transition economies and which leads to the amplification of the trust coming from
internal and international investors, but also from credit, insurance-reinsurance institutions and from capital markets in
general, through the protection that is granted by information in accounting that has been constructed and audited
accordingly.
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Under these circumstances the part played in ensuring the comparative quality of economic information has
increased significantly. Hence, nowadays there are a lot of reasons that have led to the necessity of uniform
financial statements, that can be applied world-wide.
We believe the future of reports on economic performance will be a mixed model that will make possible the
cumulative achievement of three basic requirements at the micro level:
- Results achieved as a measure of the performance of the economic entity;
- Results as a measure of wealth creation for stakeholders;
- The highlights of the aspects of social and environmental performance.
The corporate strategy is mainly based on information published by the financial statements. As some European
countries have placed increasing importance of financial information, and financial communications, would be
extremely useful in Romania to impose increasing the quality of information required for financial communications to
protect users, but also to define responsibilities and social management.
Financial statements should provide information on the financial indicators, taking into account the internal and external
factors that influence to be an effective financial communications.
We conclude that the extremely complex field of issuing decisions preoccupied over time more researchers.
Thus, the approach to decision-making in the economy can not occur without the knowledge of the principles and
concepts that govern economic disciplines, emphasizing between them: finance, accounting, statistics, management,
marketing, economic cybernetics and branch economy.
Choosing the best decisional solution must meet the following criteria:
Risk identification and prevention, each alternative containing an assessment of the relationship between the
expected benefit and possible risk;
saving effort, that is establishing the lines of action to be resolved with the least effort, but with the best
results and lowest system perturbations;
synchronization and timing, respectively correlating decision with the factor time.
Understanding, guidance, competence and point of view of the decision aplicants.
Given the outcome of the decision, no decision is good if the execution staff is not competent to execute it.
Therefore, rightly, it is estimated that in decision making, every contribution given with confidence equals success.
The place of privileged information in the accounting information system of the company is offered by the fact
that there is a large number of users of accounting information, although not all the information produced in the
document processing business written after participation in various economic and even financial operations available.
Managers, corporate directors are accountable primarily to meet the accounting principles imposed by various
composers. To ensure compliance with the financial statements it made in the companies they represent, they may hire
independent auditors to review their financial statements.
We consider that the performance analisys is important, mainly when done closely related to the caracteristics of
the environment in which the financial information is transmitted, with the aim of identifying it’s limits and sensitive
points.
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